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The world finds itself on the edge of a precipice, a climate crisis which demands massive economic 
restructuring and changed attitudes, on top of a pandemic that has killed millions and smashed 
economies, growing in menace and threatening regional “resilience” and continuity.  They are 
parallel challenges in that understanding local and regional dynamics is key to reducing viral 
transmissions and to replacing concentrated carbon manufacturing. 
 
The AUSTRALIAN CLIMATE CHANGE ACT 2022 is a signature initiative which spearheads the charge to 
reducing carbon emissions by 63 per cent or more by 2030 compared to 2005’s level.  It establishes 
a range of processes which sound theoretically sound but need to be assessed against practical 
experience as a blunder-checking precaution, to “get it right from the off”.  This is especially so as 
we have a history of capricious and incompetent backroom climate and Budget blunder-making 
and a lack of regime changeovers in Canberra’s deskilled executive structures.  Negotiations in 
Parliament seemed to be between parties who did not have access to sufficient skills and 
experience. 
 
Indeed, to work out how to get there includes working-back from the patterns behind the targets 
and gaining support for the practical elements of the transition including trustworthy budgetting 
in line with outcomes, not set as “gifting”, and reliable, timely and uniform data.  In particular it 
depends on maximum utilisation of available financial and human resources.  It requires an 
understanding of past successes , as in the world’s fastest and arguably most successful de-
carbonisation, Newcastle NSW.   
 
There is “no one size fits all” and replacement manufacturing employment is likely to be less than 
30 per cent of total new employment.  The rest, where it eventuates, will be more dispersed than 
previously.  It is important to start as fast as possible as delays and gaps accumulate: 
 
European, Asian and American, as well 
as NZ and other island nations, see no 
room to dilly-dally on what the IMF calls 
the “idiosyncratic drag” of corona 
lassitude, carbon laziness and conflicted 
interests.  Two years ago OECD 
developed excellent guidelines which 
melded “economic”, governance and 
energy imperatives.  The LNP eschewed 
it.  This illustration is so simple that some 
might feel insulted, but stripping away 
econometric complications, the 
“opportunity cost of time” is deadly real.   
 
Outcome-based budgetting, including “repair” of wastage and inefficiency and re-direction to 
sound investments and productive assets with less debt, and community engagement, are intrinsic 
counterparts but national and state treasuries find them unfamiliar.  As OECD put the challenge,  
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Starting a review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending 
towards priority areas is usually gradual.   Reviewing all government expenditure will be 
necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-priority areas and people, and enhance 
growth without threatening debt sustainability.   

The 2022 Federal Budget is destined to exclude repair , camouflage dysfunctions as well as neuter 
the most productive ideas.  The question is, will the Government “repair” that and ensure robust 
arrangements for the Climate Change Authority to work within? 
 
By contrast the eastern seabord of Australia has a ports and logistics network which is 
unsustainable and even unviable in major respects, hindering wider regional adaptation due to 
continuing poor planning, silo-thinking and refusal to repair mistakes made in the 2000s onwards.  
Metropolitan congestion is in the same boat as current transit programs are poorly designed and 
over-concentrated in existing corridors instead of in fringe growth areas (given consolidation 
policies are weak). 
 
Gaps and missed opportunities are highlighted in the following.  There are pieces from earlier 
works as this campaign started as Save Sydney and has evolved with the times, into Save Australia, 
the country I love. 
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The main elements:  Legislation & Critique 
 
The objects of this Act are: 

(aa) to advance an effective and progressive response to the urgent threat of climate change 
drawing on the best available scientific knowledge; and 

(a) to set out Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets which contribute to the 
global goals of: 

(a) holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above 
pre-industrial levels; and 

(ii) pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial 
levels; and 

(b) to promote accountability and ambition by requiring the Minister to: 

(if) prepare annual climate change statements; and 

(ii) cause copies of those statements to be tabled in each House of the Parliament; and 

(c) to ensure that independent advice from the Climate Change Authority informs: 

(i) the preparation of annual climate change statements; and 

(ii) the greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets to be included in a new or adjusted 
nationally determined contribution. 

 
The word are facilitative in nature rather than positive “doing”.  If the division between climate 
and environmental agencies is to continue, a review of cognate Acts would be required to ensure 
the objectives are achieved, together with identification of who and what is the “decision-maker” 



as the Authority has not been given a seat at The Big Table with Treasury and the mainline 
spending authorities: 
 

(3) Subsection (1) is not intended to exclude or 
limit the operation of a law of a State or 
Territory that is capable of operating 
concurrently with this Act. 

Loose wording, “operating concurrently” is not 
similarly or compatibly especially where Feds and 
States are expanding carbon extraction, then 
proportionate is also important 

(d) the effectiveness of the Commonwealth’s 
policies in contributing to the achievement of 
Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction targets and reducing emissions in 
the sectors covered by those policies; and 

“Effectiveness” is a neutral and ambiguous term as 
is “best available scientific” (which sciences, how 
measured?)  Interesting is expected we need to do 
better than 43%. 

“The sectors” means the whole of Australia as none 
are specified? 

(e) the impact of the Commonwealth’s climate 
change policies to achieve Australia’s 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets 
on rural and regional Australia, including the 
social, employment and economic benefits 
being delivered by those policies in rural and 
regional Australia; and 

Such impacts depend on best utilisation of 
resources used in the delivery.  There is no way of 
measuring such impacts under current Census 
limitations, TRA modelling based on 5-year 
Censuses and the progressive diminution of ABS 
data collection.  Instead, there must be transparent 
negotiations between Budgets and outcomes and 
much-improved data collection and correlations in 
line with the NSIP and the following. 

(f) risks to Australia from climate change 
impacts, such as those relating to Australia’s 
environment, biodiversity, health, 
infrastructure, agriculture, investment, 
economy or national security. 

This is quite a grab bag of disparate functions.  How 
will sector changes be measured in good time to 
allow adjustments to subsidies, taxes and trading 
terms?  Existing CGE models are not sufficiently 
reliable. 

(1A) The advice given under subsection (1) must include advice on: 
 

 (a) the social, employment and economic 
benefits of any new or adjusted greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction targets and 
associated policies, including for rural and 
regional Australia; and 

The same comments apply, there are no magic 
wands, national agencies are moving into new 
territory and must be 1) transparent 2) amenable to 
change 3) expert enough to contribute 
professionally 

 (b) the physical impacts of climate change on 
Australia, including on rural and regional 
Australia. 

McCormack wasted $4 billion I forced from the 
Snowy, how will politicians overcome their election 
gifting modes? 

 (2) The Minister must request advice under 
subsection (1) on the matter mentioned in 
paragraph (1)(a) at least once every 5 years. 

Progress must be revealed in annual reporting and 
shortfalls and opportunities addressed properly in 
Annual Budgets 

 
Prosperous communities are healthy communities.  The Act should have included specific related 
matters as being subject to authority if not influence: 

To reduce carbon emissions in the long-term and permanently is to  

• Stop current avoidable carbon activities, in situ and in export markets;  and constrain new 
extraction and export of carbon products in-line with on-and-offs within IEA’s trajectory 

• Replace carbon usage with renewable sources in existing and new establishments such as 
supermarkets and office buildings but also transport modes and movement patterns etc 

• Stimulate the more dispersed users of carbon to be aware of renewable options and facilitate their 
adaptation 



• Restructure governance values and systems to be supportive of new ways of thinking, where now 
councils are typically wary of citizen NIMBYism and restrict business expansion (even tourism in 
Cronulla, a famous multi-variate beachside suburb of Sydney) 

• Reliably measure trends in all such changes so as to feed back appropriate data for reporting 
nationally and internationally and to make ongoing measures “proportionate, focussed and 
scalable”. 

 
Ways of Proceeding:  Precedent & Precedence 
 
The speed of the Newcastle transformation was due to the pre-formatting of people engagement 
and data from 360o degree sources through the template of  the Newcastle Strategic 
Infrastructure Plan (NSIP).  At the outset organic growth was pursued and “picking winners” was 
prohibited by the city manager who was a professional regional transport, planning and 
community politico-economist and historian (me).   
 
The Act should have included a “template” or Manual to guide sympathetic changes in Federal, 
State and local governments.  That would include case studies for common situations and best-
practice guides such as Senator Pocock’s “Suburb Zero”, with subsidiary subsidy schemes such as 
apply to solar installations alone. 
 
Sydney’s earlier transformation through the Improvement Royal  Commission and “Improvement 
City Council” was a direct  inspiration;  while Detroit’s later response to the down-scaling of auto 
manufacture was similarly holistic.  There is no sign that similar awareness is common in Australian 
planning circles which are dominated by client obsessions with “projects”. 
 
As a positive example, climate mitigation and AUKUS investment could be directed to medical, 
aerospace and tourism hubs using existing infrastructure in the spirit of US innovation districts and 
Newcastle’s Honeysuckle, where the skills and resources in the localities are established, ideally.  
Newcastle’s eight cluster panels with City Council support worked wonderfully.  (That template 
was offered to President Biden who devolved to States without a template, necessitating their 
paying for the avoidable work.  The same applies to PM Albanese.)  However, the quantum of jobs 
might be small and inter- and intra-regional competition quite strong. 
 
The Newcastle exemplar can be complemented by Northern England’s metropolitan Vitality cases, 
Detroit’s and Geelong’s recoveries and even historical cases such as Paris and Sydney. 
 
This is taken from my concurrent proposal for a National Council to replace the hapless National 
Cabinet: 
 

Local practice Gattorna Chorn specialised in “critical needs analyses” married to a four-quadrant 
matrix of management energy Vs process demands.  National Council comes out of that thinking 
which GC trained me in as part of the NSW PSB’s “Executive Outlook” program: 
 
It is important to match “needs” with process integrity, skills and knowledge.  The Coronavirus 
assault on China thence the world required discipline first in line with previous pandemics, science 
second and as fast as possible, with media reinforcing a medical message.  Australia has a 
balkanised federal system and saw confusion, delays and false starts with an hysterical PM and 
media shouting and screaming.  He despised state and territory administrators who had more 
discipline than him and tried to haul them back from movement cordons but failed.  Then his 
brainwave, set up a body he could chair behind a tight shield of confidentiality.  Did that work and 
what can we learn after 30 months? 



 
That seemed to suit the administrators whose only claim is that decisions could be made quickly.  
One has to ask what they are hiding especially after PM Albanese was left speechless after his first 
meeting with them.  “National Cabinet” should be assessed against whether or not it did the job 
that Australia needed, not whether Premiers find it comfortable.  In a culture that is notoriously 
anal behind smokescreens, what is the true SWOT?  How did it succeed or fail against the matrix of 
issues facing the nation? 
 
Three precursors come to mind.  Infrastructure Australia was set up with structural and staff 
exchanges between developer and construction lobbies, with stakeholder ministers intent on doing 
deals, thus pre-destining it towards corruption.  There are almost no gates.  That was predictable 
but missed by journalists. The deskilled iA is now a critical impediment to post-carbon economic 
productivity. 
 
The second is the Health Care Complaints Commission in NSW which deals with complex interfaces 
between patients & professionals with  hospitals, doctors, pharmaceutical companies and multi-
millionaire owners, in a totally professional manner.  It has strong gates and near universal respect.  
In shows in medicine what our professionals need in corona, a system that reflects scientific needs 
and standards. 
 
Finally there was the Urban Transport Advisory Committee (became state-wide as TRANSAC) in 
NSW which co-ordinated policy and budget submissions on behalf of the Railways, Ports, Traffic, 
Urban Transit, Ministry and Treasury.  It had no links with contractors who worked at political levels.  
It was positive and peaceful even though ministers were sometimes at war.  That made for effective 
budgets at times of stringency.  It needed no legislation or separate funding.  Later Lib minister 
Bruce Baird mused publicly about bringing it back.   Its 1976 and 1979 Reports stand like beacons 
across the decades. 

 
TRANSAC is a possible solution to the “Big Table” challenge for the Climate Change Authority, it 
would chair and Treasury, Industry, Health, Trade or equivalent and Public Sector et al included.  iA 
and iNSW are not suitable as precursors. 
 
Local government is largely paralysed by successive amalgamations attacks which missed the real 
target of culture change.  The Blue Mountains is here compared with Detroit’s culture change: 

 
 

The Detroit Recovery– the New Realities: 

• Leverage your distinctive economy – 
build on what you do best 

• Repair your municipal balance sheet – 
“like many city governments, 
successive administrators kicked the 
fiscal can down the road, decade 
after decade” 

• Unlock capital from private and civic 
institutions and support your retirees 

• Collaborate to compete – work 
together throughout the community 

B        The Blue Mountains 2015 Reality: 

• BMEE is “looking for winners” and not finding 
any 

• BMCC spends at least $20 million a year more 
than its peers do (nominally $40 million) but 
significantly less on critically important 
economic and social issues  

• Private capital is private, largely;  while public 
capital is poorly applied according to the 
community surveys and actual outcomes 

• There has been no land use, tourism or other 
response – the council eschews business logic.  

 

The Detroit directions are consistent with OECD and my work.  The Blue Mountains 

decrepitude is consistent with NSW LG problems e.g. unviable theatres and cafés built with 

stimulus funds without viability as in Springwood (under Labor) and now Tocumwal.  Councils 

fall over themselves to get the money, which is fair enough, but they could contribute so 

much more. 

 



The rejection of economics and falling back on Cargo Cultism is reflected in the duplicitous 
treatment of port planning in both Newcastle and Port Kembla, which are discussed in depth at 
sydneybetrayals.me, illustrated here: 

 
There used to be an essential management notion of “feedback”, meaning that as you go along the 
implementation path, you know of any emerging problems and can fix them.  That was possible 
because projects were chosen through a cycle of management, political, engagement and 
Parliamentary legitimisation phases.  Often times the best ideas were implemented.  Now, the PMs 
have classified operational documents as “cabinet”, to be locked away for 40 years.   
 
The dominant political mode nowadays is for a populist leader to choose a project that suits him or 
her, present it in a glossy brochure where any numbers are made-up, and proceed without 
Parliamentary or electoral mandate.  The guard posts of probity had been neutralised and the 
media conditioned to accept simple measures of success like “cranes in the air”.  The community 
loses confidence in “outcomes”.  The best ideas were never implemented. 
 
ResPublica put it this way in Restoring Britain’s City States: 
 

What has so far been achieved in Manchester and Sheffield signals the beginning of a 
differential and incremental process that can, in time, lead to full place-based devolution and 
provide a template for other cities in the UK. 
 



Cities simply lack the necessary control over public resources to shape and design services in 
order to achieve distinct local outcomes.  Consequently, many local communities and 
individuals experience a system that provides overly prescriptive and reactive services, deeply 
disjointed and fragmented, with multiple points of access, assessment and referral but with 
limited continuity of care between agencies and providers. This situation disincentivises local 
co-operation as delivery organisations compete with each other unnecessarily.  
 
It results in wasteful duplication of ineffective activity across services. It limits innovation and 
the capacity to adapt to local variations, leading to unintended policy outcomes – solving 
easier-to-help problems but entrenching others – and, ultimately, poorer services at higher 
costs. Most importantly, it frustrates the public and undermines the quality of the services 
they receive, resulting in poorer outcomes and a reduced trust or belief in local and national 
governance to actually deliver public goods. 
 

This is one of the greatest challenges of both climate and corona reform, re-activating scientific 
and medical but also local community energy. 
 
 
Data Adequacy & Economic Nous 
 
This was in the context of BORDER WARS in October 2020: 
 

 

OECD’s critical dimensions, as presented in the companion booklet, are: 
1. Businesses and workers likely to face extended weak demand would benefit from 

support to upgrade, invest and innovate, and to shift to sectors with better prospects, 
through strengthening active labour market policies, particularly retraining schemes, 
and by facilitating investment.  

2. Streamlining and improving access to income support programmes, such as the 
Citizen’s Income, would prevent large increases in poverty and support demand in the 
recovery.  

3. If non-performing loans start rising, the government should stand ready to reinforce 
the bank asset support programme (GACS). Implementing the new bankruptcy law 
would help by ensuring that viable companies are restructured rather than liquidated.  

4. Pursuing the government’s plans to develop a multi-year programme to reduce 
administrative complexity, improve the legal system’s effectiveness and reduce 
investment and employment costs would support new businesses, productivity and 
jobs.  

5. Supporting the renewal of the ageing infrastructure and the transition to lower carbon 
activities would sustain the recovery and improve well-being.  

6. Accelerating the adoption of digital technologies, as demonstrated by the rapid move 
during the crisis to ‘smart working’ and online services, would raise competitiveness. 

The Morrison Government is doing the opposite in almost all respects, especially 1, 5 and 6 
but not 3.  Bankruptcy is problematic as Morrison’s approach was to prop up unviable 
businesses and get them into unproductive debt and super drawdowns.  He has a moral 
duty as well as economic. 

 



In accordance with my orientation to solutions (c), here was my initiative to make national Budget 
decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State Government to the 
praise of the then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan): 
 

• update reports and community-based data series (through councils and with ABS etc) which 
will guide "targetting" - spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing 
well (in document) 

• a special advisory panel , Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the 
NCC under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME 
activities across various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I 
based monthly reports on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items 
will be critical 

• a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook", 
this to get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the 
full, engaging councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on 
the current proper 6/12-month basis 

• active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure 
probity (better than JobKeeper's). 

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might 
well be improved through agency and community engagement.  There is much more as you will 
find in the National Council proposal and in Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Governance.  A 
vital quote is Professor Richard Tomlinson’s from “Metropolitan governance is the missing link in 
Australia’s reform agenda”: 

Transport and planning ministerial silos compromise effective state leadership in the 
development of urban regions.  Big-budget transport ministries show scant regard for 
planning ministries.  ... despite a professed commitment to compact cities in state-prepared 
metropolitan strategic plans, infrastructure investment has contributed to urban sprawl. 

 
Too few people understand the inter-related nature of national policies and financial decisions on 
real outcomes affecting “productivity” and environment.  Not repeating such mistakes is critical in 
meeting the climate change challenge. 
 
Data harvesting and collation were done at the highest possible levels in the Blue Mountains and 
Murray economy which is no longer possible due to withdrawal of the ABS tourism 
accommodation series as the main consistent repository of a significant proportion of regional 
economic trends.   
 
The LNP’s capricious manipulation of tourism skills needs surveys neutered their usefulness in 
western Sydney including the Blue Mountains.   
 
Related economic nous was conspicuously absent during the Covid crises, this from late 2020 
(OECD on the left, apology for clipping image on next page): 



 

 

 
Instead, the Murray River Corona response included this model, based in part on the 
Newcastle and Blue Mountains experiences: 

 

Minimising administrative delays in 
activating these programmes is of 
utmost importance if they are to be 
as effective as possible. As the 
containment restrictions are lifted, 
fiscal multipliers will likely 
strengthen, helping to stimulate 
demand and reduce hysteresis 
effects. 
 
There may also be strong political 
pressures to maintain generous 
support programmes after the 
pandemic is over. Moreover, extra 
fiscal costs could arise from realising 
losses on contingent liabilities – 
such as current state loan 
guarantees. 

• Morrison knew a shutdown was inevitable by 1 
February, and if he had acted in the Newcastle 
manner, the plan would have been in place, with 
payment portals activated, by 20 Feb.  Payments 
would have flowed from 1 March 

• Morrison dithered for 2 months in which time 
Australia lost c 1.4 million jobs and built barriers 
against progressive employment, industry, social and 
environmental reforms 

• The portals Morrison used were cumbersome, slow 
and non-targetted (with massive wastage), with 
powerful socio-political inertia built-in 

• Morrison gave no attention to obvious, superior, 
options, such as childcare vouchers issued on the 
certification of employers, time limited, coordinated 
through local childcare centres.   

 
Key Points from the record: 

1. COVID-19’s peril was underestimated and pre-Corona politics proved to be unsustainable, 

especially NSW’s and Tim Wilson’s et al’s aggressive attitude to trading & border 

restrictions 

2. The processes of “recovery” will take a long time, with varying degrees of need as the 

Corona beast reveals itself, as and if the Governments improve their knowledge of realities: 

a. SMEs that folded might be encouraged to come back better than ever, on a targetted 

& scalable model which Governments are incapable of understanding currently 

b. SMEs that rolled on will need support in re-hiring, re-stocking, re-opening and re-
training in this changed economy, add risk of re-closing for 2 or more years – scalable & 
reliable? 

c. Sectors reliant on international and interstate traffic will need more time than those on 

trekking routes and along coasts, lakes and rivers, subject to increased testing 

3. Recent stimulus tranches were late, poorly “planned”, targetted and measured, and were 

regarded with scepticism, especially as mistakes and waste were revealed, with future 

“targetting” being unsuccessful without better data / reporting 

4. The food, accommodation, arts and recreation streams are vital to regional economies as 

will be shown, and a better style of decisionmaking is available, if the Governments listen 
and adopt the recommended approach and ideas here, with proper attribution and respect 

for copyright.  Failing that, they cannot deliver a credible package.  Repeating mistakes is 

dumb. 

The effect is, we “have no plan” and that no side or facet of politics and journalism can 

justify their positions on such unresolved issues of national significance as  

• Accelerating the strengthening of the roles of major centres and regions so as to 

achieve powerful economic and governance outcomes – a stimulus reality 

• Resolving and planning port, Inland Rail, urban metro, fringe motorway and “debt lake” 

directions through a reformed Infrastructure Australia and properly-focussed National 

COVID-19 Coordination Commission – a productivity reality 

• Washing the nation clean of the stains of trickery, thievery and economic betrayal - a 
democracy reality. 
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The opposite of nous and integrity were evident in the single biggest urban barrier to national 
productivity, the Western Sydney metros, added to the biggest national one, Inland rail.  UK City 
Deals are famous in devolving silo funding from central agencies to city governments but the 
Governments, by design or by neophytes’ error, inverted them into unconstitutional control 
devices, starting with excluding local governments and ending by exploiting them.  So not this 
time either!   
 
The elongated WS City Deal process (an attempt to protect Mrs Turnbull’s catastrophic stint in the 
Greater Sydney Commission) hid conflicted connections between politicians, lobbies and agencies 
which blew the wish-list into multi-billions without a practical path to proper design and 
implementation.  From excluding local government, the Governments seemed to over-
compensate but then turn the process on its head through an historic volte face.  The City Deal as 
released reversed historic understandings for no apparent reason;  lacked practicality;  and killed 
productivity in Australia’s largest regional economy. 
 
Such characteristics in metro, train, road and tram projects – the deep trouble - were indicators of 
the barriers to achieving what Dr Garry Bowditch concluded: 

Community support and trust towards credible infrastructure plans must be earned with 
sound community engagement and better customer service outcomes. These must form the 
central plank of the new long-term infrastructure-planning regime, not just a focus on assets 
and projects.  This is by far Australia's most pressing infrastructure imperative. 

As such failed projects continue, City Deals will contort community credibility and probity: 

1. Western Sydney is a major component of the national economy, with significant political clout,  but 
has long been disappointed with successive governmental promises.  It experiences the same 
effects as the rest of Sydney in relation to the lack of a “City Plan”, project dislocation, and financial 
disparities in spatial and intergenerational terms.  It is both supplicant and deserving, needing 
commonsense and credibility  

2. Project dislocation (cost >$30 billion since 2012) comes from failure to implement accepted probity 
and prudential guidelines, low engineering and economic standards, and lack of a Budget model for 
assessing financial and project needs against alternative options’ outcomes, with existing serviced 
area being over-provided 

3. The Office of the Prime Minister emulated the UK model of “city deals” in conjunction with Smart 
Cities’ “30-Minute Cities” but without reference to the UK purpose, which is to reinvigorate local 
democracy by taking central agency “silo” funds and giving them to metropolitan governments.  
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Helicopter view of the whole and examples of the intended outcomes  ©

* Letter of support from Ken Wyatt



PMO’s preparations excluded local government according to Dr Stephen Kennedy in the media.  
The PM has not populated his Ministerial and agency support structures with urban experts, 
especially as judged by results 

4. The Greater Sydney Commission gives semi-statutory effect to City Plans and it is vital that proper 
planning of land use, housing, environmental assets, infrastructure integration happens rather than 
a continuation of mishaps which are increasing congestion and housing costs.  GSC is visibly fused 
with the State agencies which defeated Government policy on community engagement 

5. The City Deal as delivered, with iA’s “Future Cities – Planning for Population Growth” repeats 
Ministerial capriciousness (as fiercely opposed by the Grattan Institute), failures to observe needs 
analysis and feasibility guidelines, dysfunctional project approaches, and denial of the Prime Minister’s 
congestion and housing affordability promises.  The implications extend past the WS region to all of 
Greater Sydney’s networked transport and logistics systems.  It is suggested it be withdrawn and re-
done properly, without political interference. 

* see Professor Richard Tomlinson above.  His views reflected this analyst’s contemporary 
interventions which forced the Governments into several manoeuvres. 

The Grattan Institute wrote of reality in Roads to Riches, 

The current guess-and-check approach to planning multi-billion dollar investments is negligent...  
The actions that would really make a difference would be to curb [Baird’s] fellow politicians from 
promising to spend public money before a business case and project evaluation have been tabled 
in the Parliament.... Then perhaps Mike Baird [i.e. Berejiklian] could be the Australian premier 
that finally nails “on time and on budget”. 

The Committee for Sydney wrote these words which I agree with: 

Capturing value is of no benefit unless you ensure it is delivering the right projects. New 
funding measures need to be partnered with a mode-neutral evaluation, appraisal of 
transport projects or investments.  Treasury will also need to challenge their own intellectual 
and ideological prejudices. 

 
This matrix is slightly out of date in that Perrottet has funnelled more money into the Parramatta 
developers’ tram: 

OVERVIEW OF WESTERN CORRIDORS 
 

SUPPRESSION OF OPTIONS SUPPRESSION OF PROBITY 
NSW FEDS NSW FEDS 
• Parra Road tram 

cancelled (recent) 

• Greiner mainline 
upgrading 
ignored 

• No release of 
paths by 
completing 
Epping-Parra and 
serving 2nd 
Airport 
(deliberate 
sterilisation of 
Epping link) 

• Ignore Google 
redevelopment of 
White Bay after 
the PM and Baird 

• Non-enforcement 
of WestConnex to 
KSA/Pt Botany 

• Non-support for 
integrated 
mainline trains to 
2nd Airport 

• Non-enforcement 
of COAG and iA 
standards and 
protocols on 
handling of 
projects 

• Funding projects 
in breach of PM 
undertaking to 
restore iA 
credibility and iA’s 

• Reversal of Commission of 
Audit Interim to its Final Report 

• Non-integration and indeed 
reversal of LG & Planning Acts 
reform 

• Exclusion of WestConnex from 
GIPA protections and not 
sufficiently pre-planning to get 
better outcomes (iA opinion) 

• Embedding of lobbyists in 
Ministerial offices and agency 
committees 

• Theft of Intellectual Property 

• Non-enforcement of iNSW 
protocols and continued 
capricious announcements of 
transport and housing 

• Non-implementation 
of COAG 2009 
requirement for “city 
plans” to precede 
sectoral projects 

• Non-implementation 
of the PM’s promises 
to restore iA’s 
credibility and reduce 
congestion etc 

• Allowed continuation 
of conflicts of interest 
between IPA, iA, DIRD, 
and central and line 
agencies (some recent 
changes) 

• Non-enforcement of 
iA/Eddington protocols 



had described it 
as “the most 
exciting urban 
redevelopment 
project in the 
world” 

• No Goanna 
Transit Bridge to 
link E/W 
tram/train and 
bus services and 
relieve Anzac 
Bridge, cheaply 
and quickly – 
Stokes repeating 
canard 

supposed 
exclusion from 
funding of non-
legitimised State 
thought bubbles 

• Embedding of 
lobbyists in 
Ministerial offices 
and cross-
membership of 
agency 
committees 

“priorities”, exclusion of GSC 
from proper planning, and 
smashing of Surry Hills and 
other communities through 
unreversed mistakes 

• Lies about funding sufficiency, 
capacity of metro trains and 
availability of adequate seating 
ratios on long-distance metros 

• Deceit through incomplete and 
heavily redacted “business 
cases” 

for complete and 
integrated planning 
cycles where projects 
are parts of solutions 

• Exclusion of outsider 
contributions 

• Deceit through 
tolerance of 
incomplete and heavily 
redacted “business 
cases” 

 
Additional factors in reversing Perrottet’s Budget contortions and distortions (thievery is 
covered elsewhere): 
 

City Deal: UK Localism 
has a very different 
purpose to Smart Cities;  
while project planning 
directions divorce 
communities from 
influence and fairness in 
taxation, with both the 
Premier and Chief 
Commissioner 
determined to push 
projects over and 
through protests. 

GSC cannot lead metropolitan planning, orderly 
development, metropolitan planning, promote 
the supply of housing (including affordable) and 
integrate government infrastructure decision-
making with land use planning, infrastructure 
and land use decisions, under its Act and 
abilities 
 
Governmental processes are conflicted and 
need cleansing, while the protocols 
underpinning iA’s 2008 and iNSW’s 2012 
guidelines have not been met.  There are major 
gaps across all “planning” documents 

NSW Productivity Commission 
defers housing supply reform 
when “now, knucklehead” is 
needed 
 
Too many mishaps remain 
unresolved including closure of 
40% of the Bradfield system, non-
inclusion of Christie and Greiner, 
and damage to Central Coast and 
other commuting and specials 
events performance. 

 
Of great concern then is the consistent misinformation that politicians, councillors as citizens and 
in the pre-Administration Councils, as well as their communities and media, received from the 
beginning of the inception of then Minister Berejiklian’s NorthWest Metro from July 2012 which 
was against specific election promises.  COAG said STOP this nonsense in 2009 and in 2012 but was 
ignored.  
 
The confusion intensified as the consequences of then Minister Berejiklian’s related decisions 
emerged.  The Governments are still explicitly recycling Labor’s mistakes, including the socially-
malicious “uber-Part 3A” in many suburbs of which Campsie is an example.  Capricious unfunded 
project promises have reached $200 billion with further contingencies for probably later closures 
and reconstruction.  iA has made major errors and iNSW is stuck in cheerleader mode:  the 
economic ratios for WestConnex at 0.7 and Bankstown Metro at arguably less than zero plus the 
unaccounted damage to the CityRail system – all without election legitimacy - merit systemic 
reform as well as project re-assessment. 
 
The Metros carry with them contingent tax proposals that will affect intergenerational and spatial 
equity.  It will negatively affect parameters where PM Turnbull said his policies will have a positive 
effect, namely reduce congestion, “no place for ideology”, improve iA integrity, implement urban 
innovation, and improve housing affordability.  Attention to democratic integrity, professional 
standards and care for outcomes is required. 



 
In short, improvements in economic nous and data integrity must be effected if the Climate 
Change Authority and Health administration are to be able to monitor and report on impacts on 
and progress in regions and industries. 
 
Leading into the heart of Treasury recidivism, this is a contextual map showing that Kennedy was 
an under-reported source of confusion and chaos in destroying the Western Sydney economy, the 
corona responses and then farting around with Parliament, Budgets and MYEFOs, and abusing my 
civic and property rights: 

 
 
That followed the bushfire charades.  Burning Koalas hit the news headlines but for different 
reasons when the cameras aren’t rolling:  the main threat is loss of habitat which is a 
Governmental failure which Treasury/Kennedy was fully part of.  Then Morrison went on to punish 
the communities which complained about slow and non-existent repair cheques from promised 
relief funds, and most symbolic of all, the PM cancelled the pre-orders for fire-fighting air tankers 
as punishment to the fire chiefs he had been stalling for more than a year.   
 
  



Contextual – quality of PM&C, Treasury & Kennedy 
 
Concomitant changes are to improve central agencies’ quality and relevance in preparations for 
and conduct of annual Budget and half-yearly MYEFO statutory stages.  The challenges here are 
massive and of intergenerational significance.  Reforms have to have such a perspective 
especially where the reform agenda looks a bit like a crossword puzzle. 
 
The World Bank made apposite observations on “corruption” which I take to include corrupted 
processes which impact on intergenerational abilities (follows): 

Corruption erodes trust in government and undermines the social contract. This is cause for concern 
across the globe, but particularly in contexts of fragility and violence….  Corruption impedes 
investment, with consequent effects on growth and jobs. Countries capable of confronting corruption 
use their human and financial resources more efficiently, attract more investment, and grow more 
rapidly. 
 
The World Bank Group recognizes that corruption comes in different forms. It might impact service 
delivery, such as when an official asks for bribes to perform routine services. Corruption might unfairly 
determine the winners of government contracts, with awards favouring friends, relatives, or business 
associates of government officials. Or it might come in the form of state capture, distorting how 
institutions work and who controls them. 

 
The Albanese Government is implementing a Fed ICAC but that will not be relevant to matters 
discussed here any more than the NSW ICAC is to metro, tram, ferry, train, port and Workcover 
processes (again this was in the context of my criticisms of Frydenberg/Kennedy’s 2020 
shenanigans). 
 
There is no point in pulling punches, this is reality still (from the massive Malenomics report that 
floored Frydenberg and Kennedy in the second half of 2020): 
 

The 2020 crisis came out of a 
series of not-hilarious 
mistakes by Frydenberg as 
2019 and 2020 rolled on.  

 

The thesis here is that that “gifting” culture, which includes executive de-
skilling and journalistic churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s chances 
of minimising the impacts of the Novel Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19).  
Now the challenge is to repair the blunders  and accelerate  “improvement 
stimulus” which will see Australia becoming more equitable, more 
prosperous, and cleaner and safer to live in.  PM Morrison’s smugness is false 
bravado:  he  has  not  yet  started  genuine  stimulus.  
 
Treasurer Frydenberg would not listen and continued blundering in straight 
lines.  It’s worse than that, Frydenberg was confronted with a 2019 
Malenomics package and cancelled MYEFO, deferred the Budget, deferred 
Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived himself into more 
“gifting” tranches.  “The Emperor has no clothes”.  That they got further into 
trouble was no surprise but that they oppose repair of their blunders is 
catastrophic.   Industry groups are Big Business and disregard SMEs.  Local 
government has a potential role but is excluded. 
 
THE GOVERNMENTS IGNORE, EVEN SUPPRESS,  THE SOLUTIONS WHICH THE AUSTRALIAN 
PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO UNDERSTAND AND DISCUSS, INCLUDING NEW 
BUDGETARY PROCESSES TO ASSIST WITH “TARGETED AND PROPORTIONATE” (WHICH THE 
GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN UNABLE TO ACHIEVE). 
 
 

 



Governance is a little-understood feature of democracy where the usual main emphases are on 
political lies, broken promises, biassed journalism and obvious corruption.  The current situation is 
a mess where behaviours have deteriorated almost everywhere and monotonically.  iA and the 
Major Cities Unit in the Federal Department of Infrastructure tried to understand governance but 
failed to reach enlightenment in regard to LG, value capture, creative reconstruction and vibrant 
communities inter alia.  “Governance” failures look like this in reality: ~ 

 
There there has been little if any recent mention of past summits on social security and industry 
sector strategies (akin to Button Plans and Newcastle’s revival), inflation  or living costs on 
metropolitan fringes including tolls, congestion and stress.  I am driven by such considerations as: 

• Dysfunctional lack of clarity between stimulus, investment, repair and integration, I have 
traced the elements of De-stimulus which relate to such confusion e.g. changes in 
education budgets and rejection of childcare and SME support.  No government has yet 
developed a “plan” 

• Governance disintegration which includes the domination of political apparatchiks and 
conflicted interests, and a lack of resilience planning such as with bushfires but also Corona, 
the examples are literally incredible, but add vicious, temporarily quiet, Trump-like anti-
women and anti-climate prejudices.   These are disintegrative if there is such a word 

• iA is still the main back door to The Club’s backroom dealings (rorting as in the $130 billion 
Frydenberg/Kennedy “special dinner” and JobKeeper as well as logistics hubs and HK 
Metro Manhattanisations) 

• Rejection of my significant papers on Budget reconstruction and integrating medicine and 
economic stability as Corona moves through its evolution, with unique involvements for 
local governments.  The community understands the risks but the dominant political clique 
does not as Omicron mutations are accelerating 

• Progressively killing the “best idea for 100 years”, the CBD Traffic Oasis and Transit 
Boulevard and the Goanna Transit Bridge with 2 expressnets at its end.  NSW Planning 
Minister Stokes is lying by progressing the White Bay redevelopment without any transit 
solution, UGNSW having tried to steal the Goanna as the only practical transit option for 
the precinct - Stokes’ shame instead of negotiating, the fool 

The obvious risks and disrepute of continuing Kennedy at $1 million p.a. after his shameful 
record of mistakes, distortions and abuses has been documented – amounts to “a culture 
conducive to corruption”, as does not ameliorating Coalition abuses of Gibbons with Labor’s 
appeasement.



• NSW and others ignoring solutions to the collapse of metro and connex projects from 
incompetent engineering and economics, with massive adverse consequences for coming 
generations (see also sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ethics 

• Re-balancing business support payments, recovery of greed-grabs by Harvey Norman and 
deceitful diversions of Job Seeker by QANTAS and other corporates, due to the 
incompetent March 2020 legislative packages + need to reform National “Cabinet” into a 
proper Council 

• The powerhouse states are seeing their revenue prospects fall away but are not cutting 
back on wasteful expenditure, NSW in particular is on a literally lunatic path, iNSW recently 
said focus on smaller projects but continued the anti-transit Parramatta stub tram and 
ignored “better ideas” and cost-saving “budget repairs” 

• Albo HST replacement is sitting there, unloved but why?   The alternative would promote 
regional prosperity where CLARA and HST would have harmed them. 

• Lack of economic nous in the media and the alienation of university economists and 
political scientists as the data series needed for fast responses to changing circumstances 
are corrupted by political opportunists like Frydenberg and Kennedy – the Fourth Estate is 
neutered 

• NSW and Feds ignoring total savings of c $140 billion-plus (old dollars) from better ideas in 
“Eddington Bedrock:  from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons”, as well as “best transit 
support” in the world for Nancy Bird Walton Airport 

 
There is a presumption that manufacturing will be an major part of future prosperity.  This has 
been disproved over many years as Japan, Germany, China and Korea among others developed 
massive manufacturing capacities and now India is too.   Solar is the main labour angle but the 
existing take-up rate has to be considered. The Government does not have a John Button and the 
administration needs to “plan” better. 
 
Repression is ignoring and denying engagement on ideas, processes and case studies;  as well as 
locking decisions in backrooms among vested interests.  Strengthening the Bradfield system 
(Christie, Greiner and this analyst) was ditched in favour in 2012 of the PRC’s MTR’s metros on a 
parallel pattern of lines contrary to a succession of more careful official reports (2001, 2006 and 
2012-3).  Sources include Berejiklian’s project distortions and mistakes/deceits (samples, there are 
dozens)  
 
Theft is using, or maliciously destroying – sacking and pillaging – citizens’ ideas and concepts – 
sources 
 
“Repair” of errors and non-actions is a requirement of the Charter of Budget Honesty, OECD 
protocols for recovery from recession and disturbances, and “Treasury Regs”.  Repair is intrinsic to 
“integrity” which includes eliminating waste and corruption, re-balancing distorted priorities, and 
clearing out unacceptable values.   
 
Finally here, In particular Chalmers has not properly considered ideas from away of Treasury, 
which he was informed of, such as focussing on 

• due process (integrity) 

• a systematic approach to infrastructure quality and cost effectiveness including “repairing” 
problems which impede productivity and proper resource priority-setting (OECD protocols) 



• don’t waste money on high risk, high cost and low service standards “shiny toys”, and 

• apply smart solutions to spiky problems including rapidly-escalating breaches of democratic 
standards. 

 
OECD and World Bank protocols cannot be addressed without the Government having solutions 
within its reform agenda, including “Integrity: for these real word brakes on productivity and 
prosperity: 
 
National Ports & Logistics integration 
– ALP MPs and national distortions 
 
National indigenous fire risk 
reduction program c 8,000 workers, 
trained and equipped 

NSW is in critical dislocation between capacity needed Vs provided, 
partly because of PM’s Moorebank terminal 
 
Community & economic cost of bushfires is unpredictable but 
saving $600 m p.a. is feasible under climate change 
 

 
Sydney and other CBD traffic oasis, 
transit boulevard, circumferential by-
pass road and Goanna Transit Bridge 
with Fireworks Tower, 16,000+ 
housing units and two expressnets 
to NW and SE/S directions 

 
Direct developer local return c $1 billion plus reduced congestion in 
CBD and innerwest and world-famous attraction. % of Syd basin 
cost of $15 b pa, c $3 billion a year.  Massive international kudos, 
part of the “best idea in 100 years” (Loder and Christie) – I am a 
Sydney heavyweight, last of the nation-building generation of 
Wran and Greiner, but am quiet (ha!) 
 

Bondi Beach Expressnet Congestion and parking problems are chronic, there is no other 
solution (proven), c $0.4 b a year 
 

Sydney University Expressnet and 
tram extension 

Ditto, c $0.75 b a year 

 
Port of Newcastle solution with Prof 
Rob Lee to Inland Rail  

 
Potentially 30% share  
of system benefits, c >$2 billion a year across region 
 

World-best transit to Nancy Bird 
Airport and Aerotropolis – balloon 
loop off Main West (Christie and 
Greiner) 
 

Ditto, impediment to W Sydney $400 billion so reducing that is the 
issue 
 

Pause Metros and Beaches Link – 
avoid expensive future closures and 
reconstructions because of profound 
engineering mistakes and better 
options were ignored 
 
WS metros are a special case 
because of corrupted iA and GSC 
reports but the problem is so 
profound 
 

Lower congestion and pollution in special environment, frees 
Neutral Bay to Mosman, Castlecrag,  engineering mistakes, c $3 
billion 
 
 
 
The appropriate vector in the national cooperative infrastructure 
review which will build independent expertise as the Neilson SATS 
study did under Milton Morris 

Applying Newcastle NSIP as template 
in post-carbon and “innovation 
precinct” vitality reforms 
 

Potentially in scale with Newcastle’s c $2 billion a year plus 
multipliers 
 

Regionalisation strategies to meet 
changed migration and 
demographic, climate and 

Critical importance over time, infrastructure costs of c $7 billion 
but benefits x40 likely 
 



environmental, and 
industry/employment conditions 
 
Balanced post-carbon strategies – 
renewables c 35%, tourism c 35%, 
education and medicine c 20%, sport 
and arts c 10% 
 
NB this is a major part of the Climate 
challenge of 43%+, renewables will be 
a proportion but wider revitalisation 
will be critical and it is exiled from 
Budget discussions in the sterile 
corridors of Canberra. 

 
 
Matter of international and national significance as well as regional 
and local sustainability, the Government has no ability to plan and 
manage the process, the 43% is notional and needs a practical 
direction such as Newcastle’s 

  
Creative Reconstruction of Local 
Governance and thinning 
Constitution ladder 

Benefits from a logical and organic leap in better local 
performance and community engagement is worth $ trillions in 
itself.  UK showed the way, I responded under Chris Hartcher MP 
and now local government is sodden in corruption and self-
importance 
 

Coordinate regional population and 
related responses to changes 

Above but profound 

 
Coordinate transport and land use as 
under Wran & Greiner Vs developers 
rule - High levels of fringe congestion 
on interurban freeways & trains, high 
costs imposed on households, 
insufficient decentralisation of jobs 

 
Profound and associated with Eddington Bedrock.  High levels of 
fringe congestion on interurban freeways & trains, loss of riverine 
agriculture 
 

 
Coordinate energy developments 
and related changes across the 
states and territories 

 
The NSW Govt sent me to US, Canada and Japan in 1985 to study 
network integration of privatised utilities.  Their common response 
was AVOID IT.  

  
Albanese laissez-faire iA graft and 
gifting 

Profound waste traced by Grattan Institute and my work, Lindsay 
Tanner was right in 2007 and Rudd should have listened to him 
 

Albanese Gold Coast tram It works but in terms of urban structure, the designer and manager 
of construction of Robina was adamant that extending the Airport 
train around to the east and back was more cost-effective and 
environmentally beneficial and Albanese did not acknowledge the 
option 
 

Metros Albanese and Deegan wavered but the former’s Green Line was 
perverted but he gave it $92 million – where did that money end 
up? 

 
Corrupt Conflicts – iA, IPA, iNSW 

 
They have been playing Jack and Jill, now iA’s Eddington chairs 
IPA, Schott sat on both as did Mrdak and Kennedy, wholly 
unsatisfactory non-separation 

  
Berejiklian insanities: 
Museums 
Stadiums 

Berejiklian, like Baird (and Iemma et al), was bombastic in pushing 
the HK MTR Metro model of land speculation via Manhattanisation 
along axes rather than spread of medium density as in 



Cruise liner porting facilities but 
rejecting Goanna with maximum 
prejudice 

Greenpeace’s 1993 report (Carla Bell).  Albanese seems to have not 
understood Eddington, Christie and Keneally as well as my 
strategic insights 

 
There are other valuable ideas within Border Wars,  Righteous Blame and the four books.  From my 
position on the bottom looking up at lack of fairness and integrity: 

 

 
Again, here are relevant remarks by OECD (in red, plus context): 
 

Stimulus “In the following few months” 
(Morrison), mainly keeping  jobs 
but also increasing capabilities.  
Includes focussing on most 
productive opportunities in 
targetted streams and building on 
strengths including using LG data-
reporting for “focussing” 

Bubble – 
uncritical 
acceptance of 
petticoat 
politics 

• National & State Cabinets & 
executives (generally 
“embedded,” not “independent”) 

• Backbench adherent MPs 
• Business lobbies 
• Consultants who borrow watches 
• Media who promulgate, not 

elucidate 
Recovery Facilitating economic 

restructuring in industries and 
regions so as to replace lost jobs 
and create new ones (one+ per 
SME), up to 2 years, as much “new 
economy” relationships as 
possible 

Repair – 
NB no “new 
economy” work 
is being done by 
the also-rans 

Remove/reduce unproductive 
activities so as to maximise funds in 
productive streams & to reduce debt + 
ensure integrity and quality through 
governance processes including 
relationships with vested interests 

Productivity Improving the efficiency, lowering 
usage and environmental costs 
and improving integration of 
urban, regional and national 
infrastructure.  Long-term 
economic opportunities, generally 
within iA’s orbit, includes energy 
transitions and taxation incentives 
and restructuring 

OECD & IMF 
– clever use of 
due diligence 

Previous reports on governance and 
economic development but especially 
2020 Economic Outlook Survey – 
explained at stimulus-stupidity.com 
under “OECD Josh was wrong”. 
“Second hit” calculations are 
important as coronaviruses will go 
through cycles 

Malenomics "Malenomics" is a term I invented 
to describe the degradation of 
Australian probity and due 
diligence protocols.  It is a zone 
where the proper principles of 
economics are discarded and the 
power elite's meritocracy imposes 
hidden tests and processes which 
bear no relationship to economic, 
social and environmental 
improvement parameters as 
developed, for example, by Sir 
Rod Eddington in London and 
Melbourne.  Malenomics 

To “Plan” & 
“due 
diligence” 
 

Planning is  
• starting with needs analysis, 
• developing & testing options 

through scenarios etc, and  
• implementing through Budgets, 

Parliament or contracts as relevant.   
 
There is to be genuine engagement cf 
ResPublica “Civic Limits”. 
 
None, not one, of these stages appear 
in malenomic administration, including 
a total lack of Greiner’s Statements of 
Regulatory Effects (as applied say to 

OECD’s guidelines include early review of wasteful expenditures so as to allocate funds 
efficiently to stimulus - and that is urgent considering the sloppy nature of both NSW and 
Federal infrastructure programs.  They stated, … after a decade of low public capital 
spending, it is necessary to increase high-quality public investment in sectors related to 
digitalisation, education and climate change mitigation - areas Morrison and his serfs 
rejected without reading the report. 
 
The cycle looks like this: 

 
 
 

1. There was an intention to shift energy focus to 
natural gas, developed by Kunkel’s confidants

2. NCCC was conceived as a privatisation of the 
policy role, firmly under Gaetjen’s control

3. Operatives were chosen by the confidants
4. NCCC’s failure has deprived Morrison of 

legitimacy and he’ll realise that soon

ASSUMPTIONS based on observation
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PM Disguise targets
Increase donations

Boost WA vote
Foster East Coast
industrial muscle

Suppress renewables

Sustain Morrison’s primacy
Reinforce RW of Coalition
Foster Gas lobby, disguise coal
Fight urban MPs e.g. Andrews
Resist wider climate debate
Pretend to be “nation building”
Disguise loss of Menzies values
Mute Party Room misgivings

CROSS SECTION OF REINFORCED 
CROME-STEEL

CAMPAIGN CITADEL

EDUCATION
• Articulate, media savvy, 

Zoom costs not met

HEALTH
• Confused, very very tired, 

media on side, unprepared

CLIMATE CHANGE FOCUS
• Disparate & disorganised, 

under-resourced, very 

smart,  inexperienced in 
political change

REGIONAL SMEs
• Confused, sapped, under-

resourced, uncertain 

URBAN TERROR
• Scared of hidden 

transmission, miss sociable 

sites, distraught at loss of 
social cross- support

IMPROVEMENT / HISTORY
• Suppressed, dis-

enfranchised, robbed of IP

MENZIES CLUB & LOBBIES
• Sold out to Manon, ancillary 

to PMO, hostile to 

traditionalists

FEDERALES

• Blundering is endemic but 
camouflaged & denied

• Insecure, bullying, abusive

• Deceitful & manipulative of 
others’ rights and IP

STATE GRINGOS

• Blundering is profound
• NSW Kremlin Inc codified 

& internalised by 
Berejiklian

• Extreme hubris through 
two Premiers’ cycles

• Agenda is destructive of 

legacy, committed to HK

All escape 
routes lost 

K E Y

Conspirators
Excluded interests



correlates with the hidden world 
of HK metr0/densification long-
term, intra-corporate 
manoeuvrings, and multi-layered 
non-decisionmaking cultures.  It 
also reflects the rejection of 
options (Greiner & Gibbons) and 
vile plagiarism in NSW 
malevolence. 
 

the capricious closure of the Murray 
River economy by Berejiklian). 
 
Due diligence is adherence to 
accepted Treasury & bank-type 
protocols.  Clearly explained in NSW 
Commission of Audit Interim Report 
(2012) which is now disregarded in 
pursuit of hidden corporate motives, 
including by its authors (e.g. ports). 

 
Bairdijiklian Fusion between initial Treasurer & 

Transport Minister in NSW 2011, 
both succeeding initial Premier 
who was a cipher.  Intrinsic are 
rising congestion and living costs.  
No Government has dared to 
reveal these costs and the poor 
analytical quality deserves the 
moniker Bairdijiklian Malenomics. 
 

Borders States and Territories as well as the 
land and marine masses have formal 
boundaries.  Trade between them is 
“free” under the Constitution.  New 
Health regulations allowed total 
and/or nuanced closures (including 
within the State/city) to prevent the 
spread of the virus.   

Cabal/ 
Creche –  
the political 
appointees & 
consultants in & 
around the 
Bubbles 

Groupthink zone, impervious to 
rational influence.  Members are 
submissive and cajoling, conflict 
avoidance, risk averse, unskilled in 
key competencies, scared of 
(exposure) and fiercely resistant 
to (offend clients) repair. 
 
Ethical misbehaviour by three PMs 
and three Premiers, and their 
ministers, as the first leaders in 
Australia to deny individuals their 
right to hold and sell their own 
ideas and concepts – to “deny 
Menzies” &  copyright.  No one 
likes bullies and cheats. 

Crenson’s 
Non-
Decision-
making & 
Un-Politics 
cf Groupthink 

Non-decision making is the cultural 
adaptation of a closed system 
dominated by an elite, so that errors 
are absorbed, dependencies accrete 
and outcomes are obscured.  The 
exogenous need for change is opaque, 
resulting in a culture that is 
increasingly divorced from reality until 
a cataclysm breaks the internal bonds. 
 
Un-politics is a mode of suasion where 
vested, corporate or ideological 
motives are disguised as real-life 
outcomes.  Voters are denied true 
choices and their resources are 
funnelled into dysfunctional projects 

Conclusion 
 
The Climate Change Authority (like ICAC) is a vital step forward into a future that Australia is not 
ready for – specific industry sectors are but the whole chain of Constitutional government is not. 
 
I have had a national co-operative infrastructure review template rejected by Kennedy since 
late 2015 as he still does (re my letter of 22 May to the PM and Chalmers).  It is an essential 
element in the 2022 Albanese Reform Government’s agenda if they but realise how important 
an opportunity it is – and how negligent to reject it yet again because of corruption in the 
ranks. 
 
How to make sure that there is no scared reversion to old ways and to progressively embed 
conservation in the Australian fabric needs better perspectives NOW.   Exiled voices must be 
welcomed back for a genuine national conversation about how to make the media, public 
services, elected forums and industry lobbies shuck off their sheep’s hides and face future 
generations with pride – so they can put on their tombstones - we did our best! 


